DECORATION PRICES
SWIMMINGPOOL DECORATIONS
Giant 91 cms balloons floating above the water with organza haging

29,90 €

Giant 91 cms balloons floating above the water with organza haging
includes battery operated lights

34,90 €

Floating lanterns with natural green floating base and candle*

27,90 €

Floating lanterns with natural green floating base and flowers*

34,90 €

* Also available with floating birdcages or vases
Paper candle
P
dl bags
b
(pack
(
k off 19)
Around 7 packs (70 lanterns for around the swimmingpool)

8,90
8 90 €

8 hours tealight candles to put inside the candle bags

0,22 €

80 crystal glasses with sand and 8 hours tealight inside

65,90 €

SEATING PLANS
Vintage windows setaing plan (prices from)
Includes
Wintage windows and decoration accordingly to photo, with old clock,
rutstic crystal bottels with candles and flowers, vintage decorations, pearls
candelabra, etc. Includes writting of the names and table names

190,00 €

Wine theme seating plan (prices from)
Includes:
Two wine barrels with wooden table top
Black wine bottles, corchs and wooden deco all written with names
flowers and candles deco acordingly to photo

230,00 €

Sea theme Seating plan
I l d
Includes
Wooden pallets or windows with tables and names
120 cms tall lighthouse with candles, sea theme deco, window,
candles, real sand, etc

190,00 €

Other personalised Seating plans available

On request

COCKTAIL TABLES DECORATIONS
Small fishbowl with sand and candle

Included

Small fishbowl with water with colorant and floating candle

Included

Small fishbowl with water with colorant and floating giantr daisy

Included

3 Rustic vintage bottles with baby breath and daisies

4,00 €

Cubic glass with sand, sea deco and candle

3,00 €

Cream metal bucket with baby breath and daisises
includes hessian sash to put on the table

6,00 €

mini balinese table top umbrella with wooden base

17,50 €

mini balinese table top umbrella with flowers base

31,90 €

"Recién Casados" Confetti with

2,30 €

DECORACION DE MESA BANQUETE
Embroidered organza overlay

9,90 €

Plain organza overlay

6,90 €

Rustic hessian table runner with lace

8,90 €

Satin overlay

9,90 €

Silver lace Sequin overlay

20,90 €

Sequin overlay

39,90 €

Sequin table runner

12,90 €

Cream Vintage candelabra (with candle on top)*

14,90 €

* Option to put flowers centerpiece on top (on request) price aprox.

18,00 €
,

Paper flowers topiari with silk ribbon in colour ro choose

12,90 €

Diamond Globe 80 cms and 90 cms tall

14,90 €

Silver Candelabra with candles

19,90 €

30 cms mirror with 3 glass cilinders with diamond mesh colour water
and 3 floating candles *

14,90 €

* 3 Submersible lights to add to this centerpiece one on each cilinder

5,90 €

Centeriece with 3 glass cubes, plus colour water and 3 giant daisies floating*

14,90 €

Tall vase with gel and lights inside plus ostrich feathers top decoration

19,66 €

Centeriece with 3 glass cubes,with river stones water and floating candle

12,90 €

Table crystals (bag of 100 cyrstals) 1 bag per table

2 90 €
2,90

Big glass fishbowl with sand sea deco and candle

Included

Rustic bottels with lace and hessian with rustic flowers (baby breath and daisies)

Included

Gold or White birdcage with silk flowers and candle

Included

Childrens table centerpiece with 3 latex balloons with helium and weight

Included

Wishing corner and photocalls
Wishing tree
White or silver manzanita tree (120 cms tall)
Vintage chalkboard with message
50 cards with ribbon to write and hang from the tree
Gold or Silver pen
Vintage tray to put the cards
pack of 10 extra cards

80,90 €

1,90 €

Instant camera corner
Instant camera (2 sizes available)
Vintage chalkboard with message
Double side tape to stick the photos in the album
Gold or silver pen
Vintage tray to put the pen and tape
ALBUM AND FILM NOT INCLUDED

75,90 €

Vintage lace photocall with 2 pompoms plus Just Marriend bunting

89,90 €

Old frames Photocall

75,90 €

Photocall of print fabric with wooden background and romantic words

75,90 €

Hippie Volkswagen photocall

89,90 €

Old furniture composition photocall (acordingly to photo, chandelier not included)

250,00 €

Lighting and hanging decorations
garland of 130 warm white bulbs
60 mts cable
with regulator
to regulate
the brightness
of the bulbs
g
g
g

290,00 €

Metal hanging hearts and flowers with battery operated light inside

4,90 €

Crystal apples with battery operated lights

3,20 €

Crystal mini chandeliers
Other decorations available on request

24,90 €

BALLOONS
Dance floor ceiling decoration with 150 balloons with ribbon

285,00 €

Dance floor ceiling decoration with 150 balloons with organza

360,00 €

Sweet and popcorn trolley
Sweet cart with diferent top designs available
8 or 10 crystals vases
2 vintage double layer trays
Sweets not included (but we set up the sweets the client brings and decorate the cart)

115,00 €

Small Sweet cart with diferent top designs available
y
5 crystals
vases
2 vintage double layer trays
Sweets not included (but we set up the sweets the client brings and decorate the cart)

70,00 €

Vintage Popcorn machine
popcorn for 100 people
100 popcorn containers
Operator during 2 hours

210,00 €

50 extra popcorn portions

35,00 €

Extra hour of the machine with the operator (price per hour)

45,00 €

Wooden giant 120 cms letters

30,00 €

Candle bags ( pack of 10 units)
All these decorations will have a cost of delivery and setting up depening
on final estimate according to how many hours and people are needed to set up
Prices published on January 2016
EventoShop could change prices without prior notice
Lost or damage of any of the rental items will be charge at reposition prices.

8,90 €

